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Abstract
In this paper, we rst consider known universes for pairs of opposite notions such as those of
discrete brations=discrete opbrations and of open=closed locale inclusions, and then extrapolate
these in order to introduce new single universes for open=closed inclusions of subcategories and
for functions=distributions on a topos. Along the way, we (1) prove that, for a factorization
linearly ordered small category B, the category of discrete Giraud-Conduche brations over B
is a (model generated) topos, (2) characterize locally closed inclusions in the category Cat of
small categories, and (3) investigate \generalized coverings" in topos theory as one of several
possible single universes for local homeomorphisms and complete spreads over a topos. c© 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18D15; 18F20; 18B25; 54C35; 54D45; 57M12
1. Introduction
The search for suitable single universes for opposite or dual pairs of notions (such
as those of discrete bration and discrete opbration, or of open and closed inclu-
sions, or of functions and distributions on a Grothendieck topos) leads naturally to
exponentiability.
The history of exponentiability is long and interesting. Here, we highlight just a
few of its episodes that are relevant for our purposes. In 1945, Fox [12] introduced
the \function space problem" and proved that any locally compact Hausdor space is
exponentiable in the category Sp of topological spaces and continuous maps. In 1970,
Day and Kelly [11] showed that X is exponentiable in Sp if and only if its locale O(X )
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of open sets is locally compact (i.e., a continuous lattice). Then Hyland [19] followed,
in 1981, with a proof that local compactness is both necessary and sucient for ex-
ponentiability in the category Loc of locales and continuous maps of locales. In [11],
Day and Kelly also showed that, for Hausdor spaces, this condition on O(X ) is equiv-
alent to local compactness of X , and Hofmann and Lawson [18] extended this to sober
spaces in 1978. These results were relativized in 1978 by Nieeld [30, 32], who gener-
alized the Day and Kelly characterization to Sp=B and, as a corollary, proved that the
exponentiable subspaces of a topological space B are precisely the locally closed sub-
spaces. The latter was extended to locales and toposes in 1981, also by Nieeld [31, 33].
In 1982, Johnstone and Joyal [23] analyzed exponentiability in the bicategory BTop
of Grothendieck toposes (or, more generally, of bounded toposes over a base topos
S), in terms of a notion of continuous category. They also proved that, for a locale
B, Sh(B) is an exponentiable topos if and only if B is what they called a metastably
locally compact locale.
Another approach to exponentiability and single universes arose by studying bra-
tions in the 2-category Cat of small categories, functors, and natural transformations.
The rst result in that direction is due to Giraud [16] who, in 1963, proved that the
exponentiable objects in a slice category Cat=B are precisely those functors p :C!B
with a certain factorization lifting property. The theorem was then rediscovered by
Conduche [10] in 1972, and Lamarche (at a 1996 Peripatetic Seminar on Sheaves and
Logic in Utrecht) characterized what he called discrete Conduche brations over B, or
unique factorization lifting functors over B, as certain special pullbacks preserving func-
tors tw(B)!Set, or duration functors in the terminology of Lawvere [26]. Lamarche
then remarked that the category UFL=B of unique factorization liftings over B contains
both the discrete brations and the discrete opbrations over B, and he conjectured that
it is a topos. Failing to establish this \result" by his approach, the present authors found
a \proof" using model generated categories and included it in a previous version of
this paper. Soon after this result was announced, Peter Johnstone communicated to us a
counterexample to Lamarche’s conjecture and also pointed to an error in our proof. This
led to the notion of a \factorization linearly ordered" category B, for which our proof
showed that UFL=B is a (model generated) topos. Instances of this are the categories
of discrete and continuous time duration functors considered by Lawvere [26], as well
as any UFL=B with B free on a directed graph. That UFL=N is a topos was known
to Street [35] who, together with Schanuel, identied it with the petit topos of graphs.
We now turn to two dierent and seemingly unrelated topics. In 1957, Fox [13]
invented complete spreads in topology, as a common generalization of branched and
folded coverings. His purpose was to give topological (rather than combinatorial) in-
variants for knots and links. In 1967, Lawvere [24] discussed integration on presheaf
toposes at a meeting in Oberwolfach. The full program of studying intensive and
extensive quantities on generalized spaces (locales, toposes) was launched by Lawvere
[25] at an Aarhus Workshop in 1983. Among the many interesting questions that he
posed, was that of nding a single universe for functions and distributions on a topos
in which to possibly carry out a portion of functional analysis. The connection between
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these two ideas of R. H. Fox and of F. W. Lawvere was established much later. In 1995,
Funk [14] realized that the complete spreads of R. H. Fox correspond to cosheaves
(hence, to distributions) and established this correspondence for locales. The notion of
a complete spread in topos theory was then given by Bunge and Funk [6] in 1996, and
further investigated in [7]. In addition, they identied the complete spreads (distribu-
tions) over a topos E with the discrete brations for the symmetric monad M [4, 5],
and the local homeomorphisms ( functions) with the discrete opbrations relative to M.
From a dierent point of view, it is also natural to identify functions with opens and
distributions with closeds. These considerations opened then the way for possible single
universes for functions and distributions on a topos, with a clear pointer to exponentia-
bility as the natural framework in which to work. This is precisely our starting point.
The contents of this paper are as follows. We begin, in Section 2, with a study of
unique factorization lifting functors (UFL) as a single universe for discrete brations
and discrete opbrations over a given small category B. This is followed, in Section 3,
by a review of the salient points about exponentiability, including an unpublished
theorem from Nieeld’s thesis [30] giving a method for constructing cartesian closed
categories via model generated techniques. In Section 4, we use model generated tech-
niques to prove that, if B is a \factorization linearly ordered" category, then UFL=B
is a topos. Section 5 deals with the analogue, for Cat, of the construction of a single
universe of locally closed inclusions. Our main result relates the notions of UFL and
of locally closed inclusions.
In Section 6, we introduce a notion of UFL geometric morphism of Grothendieck
toposes, and prove that it is a single universe for local homeomorphisms and complete
spreads. This is followed, in Section 7, by a notion of locally closed for geometric
morphisms, based on the comprehensive factorization. In Section 8, we study a no-
tion of generalized covering toposes that includes branched coverings, cuts, and more
generally, all complete spreads, but not all local homeomorphisms. In Section 9, we
construct a model generated category of geometric morphisms over a given topos which
is a single universe for local homeomorphisms and exponentiable complete spreads. A
characterization of the latter we leave as an open question, beyond the remark that not
all complete spreads need be exponentiable.
2. A single universe for discrete brations and discrete opbrations
In this section, we introduce a subcategory UFL of Cat which contains all discrete
brations and discrete opbrations (in the sense of Grothendieck [17]).
Although every object of Cat is exponentiable, the same is not true for mor-
phisms, i.e., Cat is cartesian closed but not locally cartesian closed. Restricting to the
subcategory of exponentiable morphisms of Cat does not remedy this problem, for one
even loses nite products in this case. In [16], Giraud showed that a functor C!B
is exponentiable if and only if it satises a certain factorization lifting (FL) property.
Adding uniqueness to this condition, one obtains a class of functors which, as we shall
see, satises many of the closure properties which FL functors lack.
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A functor p :C!B is a unique factorization lifting (UFL) functor if given  : c! c0
in C and a factorization p= 21 in B, the following diagram can be uniquely com-
pleted
i.e., there exists a unique factorization = 21 in C such that p1 = 1 and p2 = 2.
Note that for the more general notion FL, one replaces the uniqueness of the pair
(1; 2) by the requirement that any two such pairs be equivalent via the equivalence
relation generated by (1; 2) ( 1; 2) if there is a commutative diagram
such that p = idb00 .
It is not dicult to show that the class of UFL functors is closed under composition.
Thus, we obtain a category UFL whose objects are small categories and morphisms
are UFL functors. One easily sees that all discrete brations and discrete opbrations
are in UFL. Although there are clearly many functors which are not in UFL, the
following propositions show that if we restrict to any slice UFL=B, we obtain a full
subcategory of Cat=B.
Proposition 2.1. If f :C!D and g :D!E are such that gf and g are UFL functors;
then so is f.
Proof. Suppose  : c! c0 is in C and f= 21 in D. Since gf=(g2)(g1) and gf
is a UFL, there is a unique factorization = 21 such that gf1 = g1 and gf2 = g2.
It remains to show that f1 = 1 and f2 = 2. But, f= 21 and f=(f2)(f1)
are both factorizations over gf=(g2)(g1) and g is a UFL, and so it follows that
f1 = 1 and f2 = 2, as desired.
Note that the above proposition does not hold for FL functors. For example, when
E= 1, all functors gf and g are FL, since every category is exponentiable, but there
are clearly functors f which are not FL.
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Proposition 2.2. UFL is closed under pullbacks; i.e., any pullback
CBD
2−−−−−! D
1
?????y
?????y q
C −−−−−!
p
B
in Cat; where p and q are UFLs; is a pullback in UFL.
Proof. To see that p1(= q2) is a UFL, suppose (; ): (c; d)! (c0; d0) in CBD and
21 =p(= q). Since p and q are UFLs, we know that = 21, where p1 = 1
and p2 = 2, and = 21, where q1 = 1 and q2 = 2. Thus, (; )= (2; 2)(1; 1)
is the desired factorization, and uniqueness follows from that of p and q. Applying
Proposition 2.1, it follows that the diagram is a pullback in UFL.
Note that UFL does not have nite products for, using the description of generators
below, one can show that binary products in UFL would agree with those in Cat, and
it is not dicult to show that the projection CD!C is not a UFL unless D= 1.
Also, the category 1 is not a terminal object in UFL. In fact, UFL=1=Sets. But, since
every slice category has a terminal object, applying Proposition 2.2, we get:
Corollary 2.3. UFL=B has nite products.
Next, we consider a set of generators for UFL=B. Given : b! b0 in B, let <=
denote the category whose objects are factorizations
of  and morphisms : (x; x0)! (y; y0) are commutative diagrams
Then the functor  : <=!B, given by (x; x0)= cod x and ()= , is a UFL, for if
: (x; x0)! (y; y0) and ()= 21, then
(x; x0)
1−! (1x; y02) 2−! (y; y0)
gives the desired unique factorization of  in <=.
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If p :C!B and f : <=!C over B, then applying f to the morphism
of <= gives a morphism  : c! c0 in C such that p= .
Proposition 2.4. If p :C!B is a UFL; then evaluation at  (as above) induces
a bijection ev:UFL=B(<=;C)!C; where C denotes the set of morphisms of C
over .
Proof. Given  : c! c0, the unique factorization lifting property of p gives rise to a
functor f : <=!C over B such that f(x; x0) is the object in the unique lifting of
= xx0 and ev(f)= . Moreover, it is not dicult to show that every morphism 
arises uniquely in this manner, and so ev is a bijection, as desired.
Corollary 2.5. The functors  : <=!B form a generating set for UFL=B.
We conclude this section with a UFL subobject classier in Cat. If C is any cat-
egory, then a UFL inclusion C0 ,!C is a faithful UFL functor which is injective on
objects, and a UFL subobject of C is an equivalence class of UFL inclusions C0 ,!C
under the usual equivalence relation. Let SubUFL(C) denote the set of UFL subojects
of C. If f :C!D is any functor, then it is not dicult to show that pulling back
along f induces a function f : SubUFL(D)! SubUFL(C). Thus, we obtain a functor
SubUFL :Cat!Set.
Let 
 denote the category
t
r−−−−−! −−−−−
i
f
where ri= idf, ir=  6= idt , and 2 = . Then the functor t : 1!
 is a UFL inclusion
since idt has no nontrivial factorizations.
Proposition 2.6. The functor SubUFL :Cat!Set is representable via the UFL inclu-
sion t : 1!
.
Proof. Given a UFL inclusion i :C0 ,!C, dene  :C!
 on objects by (c)= t if
and only if c2 jC0j, and on morphisms  : c! c0 by
()=
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
idf if c; c0 62 jC0j;
r if c2 jC0j and c0 62 jC0j;
i if c 62 jC0j and c0 2 jC0j;
 if c; c0 2 jC0j and  62 jC0j;
idt if 2 jC0j:
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Then one see that f is a functor, and the diagram
C0−−−−−! 1
i
?????y
?????y t
C−−−−−!



is a pullback, and the desired result follows.
3. Model generated cartesian closed categories
We begin this section with a review of some general properties of exponentiability
in a nitely complete category A, and then show how exponentiable objects can be
used to generate cartesian closed coreective subcategories.
An object A of A is called exponentiable if the functor −A :A!A has a right
adjoint, denoted ( )A. A morphism p :A!B of A is called exponentiable if p is
exponentiable in A=B, or equivalently, if the pullback functor p :A=B!A=A has
a right adjoint, denoted p. Note that a common abuse of notation is to denote the
exponential qp by DC!B, where q :D!B.
It is well known that the class of exponentiable objects of A is closed under nite
products, and the class of exponentiable morphisms of A is closed under composition.
Both these properties use the composition of adjoints, while the latter also uses the
existence of  along exponentiable morphisms. Since the product of p :C!B and
q :D!B in A=B is given by the diagonal of the pullback
CB D
2−−−−−!C
1
?????y
?????y q
C −−−−−!
p
B
it follows that C BD!B is exponentiable, whenever p and q are. Although this
does not guarantee that exponentiables are preserved by change of base, the following
proposition (which appeared in [30]) gives sucient conditions for such an occurrence.
Proposition 3.1. Change of base along f :A!B preserves exponentiable morphisms
in A under any of the following conditions:
(a) A is a well-copowered cocomplete category with a set of generators.
(b) f is a monomorphism.
(c) For any B2 jAj; C!B is exponentiable provided that (DB)C exists for all
D2 jAj; where 1 :DB!B.
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Although the class of all exponentiable objects A need not be cartesian closed,
sometimes these objects can be used to generate a cartesian closed subcategory of A.
Let A be any category, and M be a class of objects (called models) considered as a
full subcategory of A. Given A2 jAj, let FA :M=A!A denote the forgetful functor,
and consider
A^= colim FA= colim
M!A
M2M
M
whenever the colimit exists.
Let A : A^!A denote the unique morphism such that Aum=m, where m :M!A
and um :M! A^ is the colimit injection. We say that A is M-generated if A^ exists and
A is an isomorphism, and let AM denote the full subcategory of M-generated objects
of A. Then MAM, and we can take M^ =M and M = idM , for all M 2M.
If A^ and bA0 exist and f :A!A0, let f^ : A^! bA0 be such that f^um= ufm, for all
m :M!A. Then ^ denes a functor from a full subcategory of A to AM. Moreover, it
is not dicult to show that if MNAM, then AN=AM and their corresponding
functors agree.
Recall that a full subcategory B of A is coreective if the inclusion has a right ad-
joint, or equivalently, if for all A2 jAj, there exists A2 jBj and a morphism A : A!A
such that for every f :B!A in A with B2 jBj, there exists a unique f :B! A such
that A f=f.
Proposition 3.2. AM is coreective if and only if A^ exists; for all A2 jAj; and
A^ :
^^A! A^ is an isomorphism.
Proof. Suppose AM is coreective. Then AM=AAM and their functors ^ agree since
MAM. But,
A= colim
M! A
M 2AM
M = colim
M!A
M2AM
M = colim
M!A
M2M
M = A^
and it follows that A^ exists and A^ is an isomorphism.
Conversely, suppose A^ exists and A^ is an isomorphism. Consider A= A^. Given
f :B!A with B2 jAMj, we know that Af^=f, and uniqueness follows since one
can show that A^= ^A and so if Ag=f, then g= A^ g^= ^Ag^= cAg= f^. Therefore, AM
is coreective.
Theorem 3.3. If M is a class of exponentiable models such that AM is coreective
and M N 2 jAMj; for all M;N 2M; then AM is cartesian closed.
Proof. The product of A and B in AM is given by
[A B= colim
L!AB
L= colim
M!A
N!B
(M N );
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where the last equality holds since M N 2 jAMj, for all M;N 2M. But, each functor
−N preserves colimits (being a left adjoint), and it follows that
[A B= colim
N!B

colim
M!A
M

N

= colim
N!B
(AN ):
Thus,
AM( [A B; C)=A

colim
N!B
(AN ); C

= lim
N!B
A(AN; C)
=A

A; lim
N ! B
CN
 =AM A;dlim
N!B
CN

:
Therefore, B is exponentiable and CB= [limN!B CN is the exponential in AM.
Note that in the special case where B is exponentiable in A and the products AB
in jAMj agree with those in A, the argument above can be modied to show that the
exponential in AM simplies to cCB.
4. UFL/B as a model generated topos, for B factorization linearly ordered
In this section, we introduce the notion of a factorization linearly ordered category B
and use model generated techniques to prove that UFL=B is a topos, for all such B. This
includes a result of Street and Schanuel [35] and is also relevant to investigations of
Lawvere [26] on categories of states and processes. As pointed out in the introduction,
UFL=B is not, in general, a topos.
Given a small category B, we will consider the model generated category (Cat=B)M,
where M= f : <=!Bj2Bg. If p :C!B, let
be dened as in Section 2, where C^= colimf <= jf : <=!C over Bg.
Objects of C^ are of the form uf(x; x0), where f : <=!C over B, C(uf(x; x0))=
f(x; x0), and (x; x0)2 <=. Equality of objects is given by the equivalence relation
generated by uf1 (x1; x
0
1)= uf2 (x2; x
0
2), if there exists a commutative triangle
over B such that h(x1; x01)= (x2; x
0
2). Note that if cod(x)= b, then one can show that
uf(x; x0)= ufb(1b; 1b), where fb : <1b=!C is obtained by composing f with the obvious
inclusion <1b=! <=.
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Given  : b! b0 and f : <=!C over B, applying the colimit injection uf : <=! C^
to  : (idb; )! (; idb0) gives rise to a morphism uf() of C^ such that C(uf())=
f(). Moreover, we claim that every morphism of C^ which is of the form ug(), for
some 2 <= and g : <=!C over B, can be uniquely expressed in the above form. Note
that uniqueness is straightforward since morphisms between f’s are over B. To prove
existence, for a given ug(), one shows that composing with the inclusion <=! <=
gives a functor f : <=!C over B, providing the desired representative. Thus, it follows
that an arbitrary morphism of C^ can be expressed as a composite of the form
ufn(n) : : : uf1 (1);
where fi : <i=!C over B and the composite n : : : 1 is dened in B. However, this
composite need not be expressible as a single morphism uf(). For example, if B is
the commutative square
a
−−−−−! b

?????y
?????y 
c −−−−−!

d
and p :C!B is the inclusion of the full subcategory with objects a; b; d, then one
can show that C^=C, but the composite  is not of the form uf(), for any . Note
that this example was used by Peter Johnstone [22] to show that UFL=B is not, in
general, a coreective subcategory of Cat=B.
Lemma 4.1. If p :C!B is a UFL; then C is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, every morphism of C can be expressed uniquely in the
form f(), for some f : <=!C over B. Since C(uf())=f(), to see that C is an
isomorphism it suces to show that every morphism of C^ is expressible as a single
morphism of the form uf(). But, given any composable pair uf2 (2)uf1 (1), where
fi : <i=!C, since p(f2(2)f1(1))= 21, the unique lifting property of p induces a
morphism f : <=!C such that the diagram
commutes, and the desired result follows.
Next, we introduce a condition on B under which C^ is an isomorphism, for all
p :C!B, making UFL=B a coreective subcategory of Cat=B, by Proposition 3.2.
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Denition 4.2. Dene (x; x0) (y; y0) in <=, if there exists a unique morphism u such
that the diagram
commutes. Then B is factorization linearly ordered, if for every morphism , the rela-
tion  is a linear ordering of the objects of <=.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose B is factorization linearly ordered; and p :C!B. Then every
composable pair uf2 (2)uf1 (1) in C^; with fi : <i=!C over B; is of the form uf(21);
for some f : <21=!C.
Proof. It suces to show that for every composable pair b
1−! b0 2−! b00; the obvious
diagram
<1b0 =−−−−−! <2=?????y
?????y
<1= −−−−−! <21=
is a pushout in Cat. To see this, suppose the functors fi : <i=!C make the outer
diagram commute, and dene f : <21=!C as follows. Given (x; x0) 2 <21=, since
B is factorization linearly ordered, we know that (x; x0) (1; 2) or (1; 2) (x; x0).
If (x; x0) (1; 2), then there exists a unique u such that the diagram
commutes. Since (x; u) 2 <1=, we can dene f(x; x0)=f1(x; u). If (1; 2) (x; x0),
then f(x; x0) can be similarly dened using f2. Given  : (x; x0)! (y; y0) in <21=, we
know that 21 =y0x, and so since B is factorization linearly ordered, it follows that
exactly one of the morphisms y0, , and x factors through cod(). In the rst and
third cases, we dene f() using f1 and f2, respectively. In the second case, we can
factor
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and then dene f() :f(x; x0)=f1(x; 1)!f2(2; y0)=f(y; y0) by
f1(x; 1)
f1(1)−! f1(1; 1b0)=f2(1b0 ; 2) f2(2)−! f2(2; y0):
Thus, we obtain the desired functor f : <21=!C, and uniqueness easily follows.
Lemma 4.4. Assume B is factorization linearly ordered. Then; p^ : C^!B is a UFL;
for every functor p :C!B.
Proof. Since B is factorization linearly ordered, applying by Lemma 4.3, we know
that every morphism of C^ is uniquely of the form uf(), for some f : <=!C over B.
Then p^(uf())= , and so if = 21, then applying uf to the unique factorization
(idb; )
1−! (1; 2) 2−! (; idb0)
of  in <=, we get a factorization of uf() in C^, and uniqueness easily follows.
Note that (Cat=B)M is a single universe for discrete brations and discrete opbra-
tions in any case. When it is, furthermore, a coreective subcategory of Cat=B, then
it is a cartesian closed single universe. It is also then closed under colimits, and is
clearly the smallest such subcategory of Cat=B containing UFL=B. We now have the
following (positive) result.
Theorem 4.5. The following hold for a factorization linearly ordered category B.
(a) UFL=B=(Cat=B)M.
(b) UFL=B is a coreective cartesian closed subcategory of Cat=B.
(c) UFL=B is a topos.
Proof. Suppose p :C!B. Applying Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4 above, we see that C is
an isomorphism if and only if p is a UFL, and (a) follows. The lemmas also imply
that C^ is an isomorphism for all p, and so (Cat=B)M is a coreective subcategory
of Cat=B by Proposition 3.2. Thus, UFL=B is cartesian closed by Theorem 3.3 and
Proposition 2.2. Note that, for  : b! b0, the model  : <=!B is exponentiable in
Cat=B, since  factors as
where q is a discrete bration and r is a discrete opbration.
For (c), it remains to show that UFL=B has a subobject classier. Let 
 be as in
Section 2. Using the generating set for UFL=B from Corollary 2.5, it is not dicult
to show that subobjects of p :C!B correspond to UFL inclusions C0 ,!C, and so
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SubUFL=B(p) = SubUFL(C) = Cat(C;
) = Cat=B(C;
B) = UFL=B(C; [
B).
Therefore,
is the desired subobject classier, and so UFL=B is a topos.
Corollary 4.6. In any of the following cases; UFL=B is a topos:
(a) B=N; the additive monoid of non-negative numbers.
(b) B is free on a directed graph.
(c) B=R0; the additive monoid of non-negative real numbers.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 4.5 as all instances of B above are factor-
izations linearly ordered.
Note that Corollary 4.6(a) gives an alternative proof that UFL=N is a topos, other
than its identication with the petit topos G of graphs, due to Street and Schanuel [35].
Also, for each small category B which is free on a directed graph  , the topos UFL=B
is easily seen to be equivalent to the slice topos G= . The third example seems to be
new. As observed by Lawvere [26], there is a crucial dierence between discrete time
and continuous time. For B=N, the intervals <n= are determined by their size, and so
one can have at most one UFL functor C!N, for any category C. But, for B=R 0,
one has for t1>0 and t2 > 0, that intervals <t1= and <t2= are isomorphic categories. In
particular, the detemination of the topos UFL=R0 is not as straightforward as in the
discrete case. However, that it is a topos is a consequence of our result.
We conclude this section with a remark about UFL functors that provides new
insights into this notion.
For a category B, let Btw be the category whose objects are the morphisms of B,
and where a morphism 1! 2 is given by any pair of morphisms (;  0) such that
the following (twisted) square
b1
1−−−−−! b01

?????y
x????? 0
b2 −−−−−!
2
b02
is commutative. Notice that the assignment of Btw to B is functorial, and that there is
a bration @0 :Btw!B, namely, the domain functor. Notice that Btw is the opposite of
Kan’s subdivision category of B [27].
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Proposition 4.7. Let p :C!B be a functor and let ptw :Ctw!Btw be the corre-
sponding functor between the twisted categories. Then; the following are equivalent:
(a) p :C!B is a UFL functor.
(b) ptw :Ctw!Btw is a discrete opbration.
Proof. (a) ) (b) Consider the following situation:
Ctw
ptw
?????y
Btw
c
−−−−−!c0
pc
p−−−−−! pc0

?????y
x????? 0
b −−−−−!

b0
Using the unique factorization property of p :C!B, lift in two steps, rst, lift the
factorization p=( 0), and then lift the factorization of  0 into  followed by  0.
This gives an object ~ over  and a morphism
( ~; ~0) : ! ~:
The uniqueness can easily be shown.
(b) ) (a) Consider the following situation:
in which we wish to lift the factorization of p= 21. We regard it as having
(1; 2) :p! idb00 in Btw. Since ptw is assumed to be a discrete opbration, we can
lift to obtain a morphism (1; 2) : !gidb00 . At this point, we invoke an obvious con-
sequence of uniqueness, namely that gidb00 must be an identity morphism, say idc00 , and
so we get a diagram as above, which gives a lifting of the factorization of p.
From the above proposition, it is easy to deduce an identication between UFL
functors over B and precosheaves F :Btw ! Sets satisfying certain conditions.
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A necessary (but not sucient) condition, rst noticed by Errington, requires that
for each composable pair
b
1−! b0 2−! b00
the canonical induced map ’, into the pullback P below, is an isomorphism.
This point of view led Lamarche to believe that UFL=B could be a topos { more
precisely, sheaves for an obvious topology j based on the above sheaf-like condition.
However, not only are there j-sheaves which do not correspond to functors over B,
but the latter category need not be a topos, as Johnstone’s counterexample has now
shown.
5. Locally closed inclusions
From [16], we know that the inclusion i :C ,!B of a full subcategory is exponen-
tiable if and only if i is a UFL. Since the locally closed inclusions are the exponentiable
subspaces [30, 32], sublocales [31], and subtoposes [31], one can think of these cat-
egories C as the \locally closed subcategories" of B. In this section, we make this
connection precise by introducing the notion of a locally closed subcategory of B and
showing that they are the exponentiable subcategories, and that they correspond to the
locally closed subtoposes of the presheaf topos PB.
Recall that a full subcategory C is said to be a sieve on B if
b0 2C;  : b! b0; 2B ) b2C
or equivalently, the inclusion i :C ,!B is a discrete bration. The complement C0 of a
sieve C is easily seen to be a cosieve, i.e., a sieve in Bop, and the inclusions i0 :C0 ,!B
of cosieves are clearly the discrete opbrations. Moreover, the sieves (respectively,
cosieves) on B correspond to subobjects U ,! 1 in PB, where jCj= fb2BjU (b)= 1g
(respectively, jC0j= fb2BjU (b)= 0g). Since subobjects of 1 in a topos E correspond
to open (respectively, closed) subtoposes of E, we are led to the following denition.
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Denition 5.1. A full subcategory C of B is called:
(a) open, if C is sieve on B,
(b) closed, if C is cosieve on B.
It is not dicult to show that the image of any discrete bration (respectively,
discrete opbration) C ,!B is an open (respectively, closed) subcategory of B. For
\more" examples, we turn to collages.
Let  :C −7!B be a profunctor, i.e. a functor CopD!Sets. Then a collage for
 is a universal triangle
in the sense that given any diagram
there exists a unique functor h : Coll()!E such that hi=f, hj= g, and h’= . To
construct Coll(), let jColl()j= jCj‘ jDj, and dene
(Coll())(a; b)=
8>><
>>:
C(a; b) if a; b2 jCj;
D(a; b) if a; b2 jDj;
(a; b) if a2 jCj and b2 jDj;
; if a2 jDj and b 2 jCj
taking i and j to be the inclusions.
Recall that a geometric morphism f :E0!E is called an inclusion, if f is full
and faithful, or equivalently, if E0’Ej, for some topology j :
!
 in E. Note that if
i :C!B if is full and faithful, then Pi :PC!PB is an inclusion.
An inclusion f :E0!E is called open, if j=(u)−), and f is called closed, if
j=(u_−), where u is the classifying map of a subobject of 1 in E. Letting io :Eo!E
and ic :Ec!E be the open and closed inclusions corresponding to a subobject of 1, then
E is the topos obtained by glueing along ic io :Eo!Ec, in the sense of Wraith [38].
Theorem 5.2. The following are equivalent for full subcategories C;DB such that
jCj‘ jDj= jBj:
(a) C is an open subcategory of B.
(b) D is a closed subcategory of B.
(c) C is an open and D is a closed subcategory of B.
(d) i :C ,!B is a discrete bration.
(e) j :D ,!B is a discrete opbration.
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(f) The diagram
is a collage; where (c; d)=B(c; d) and ’ is induced by composition.
(g) PC is an open subtopos of PB and PD is its closed complement.
(h) The diagram
is a lax colimit of toposes.
Proof. The proofs of (c)) (f) and the equivalence of (a) through (e) follow from the
remarks at the beginning of this section, (g), (h) follows from the glueing construc-
tion (see [38]), and (f)) (h) was proved by Carboni and Johnstone in [9]. We will
show that (g)) (c).
Suppose that PC is an open subtopos of PB and PD is its closed complement, and
let U :Bop!Sets be the corresponding subobject of 1 in PB. Then PC’PU and
PD’PF as subtoposes of PB, where U and F are the open and closed subcategories,
respectively, of B corresponding to U . Since PC factors through PU, we know that
Ui=1 as subobjects of 1 in PC, and so CU. Since PD factors through PF, we
know that Ui=0 as subobjects of 1 in PD, and so DF. Since jCj‘ jDj= jUj‘ jFj,
it follows that C=U and D=F, and the desired result follows.
Recall that an inclusion E0!E is called locally closed if it is the diagonal of a
bipullback of toposes
E0 −−−−−! E2?????y
?????y i2
E1 −−−−−!
i1
E
where i1 and i2 are open and closed inclusions, respectively. Note that since open
and closed inclusions are complemented, it follows that locally closed inclusions are
complemented, as well. We make the following denition.
Denition 5.3. A full subcategory C of B is called locally closed, if there is an open
subcategory U of B and a closed subcategory F of B such that C=U\F.
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Note that it is not dicult to show that this is equivalent to saying that there is a
pullback in Cat
C −−−−−! F?????y
?????y
U −−−−−! B
where U and F are open and closed subcategories, respectively.
Since the set of open subcategories of B is closed under intersections and unions,
they form a topology on the set of objects of B, and so it makes sense to talk about
the closure of a subcategory of B.
Lemma 5.4. The closure of a full subcategory C of B is given by
C= fb2B j9c2 jCj and a morphism  : c! bg:
Proof. Since the set in question is clearly closed in B and is contained in any closed
subcategory of B which contains C, the desired result follows.
Theorem 5.5. The following are equivalent for a full subcategory C of B with
complement D in B:
(a) C is locally closed subcategory.
(b) The inclusion i :C ,!B is a UFL.
(c) C is open in its closure in B.
(d) The inclusion Pi :PC!PB is locally closed with complement PD.
(e) The inclusion Pi :PC!PB is exponentiable and complemented with comple-
ment PD.
Proof. We will prove that (a)) (b)) (c)) (a) and (a), (d). The equivalence (d),
(e) follows from [31].
(a)) (b). Suppose that C=U\F, where U is open and F is closed. To show that i
is a UFL, suppose  : c! c0 in C factors as
c
−! b00 
0
−! c0
in B. Then, since c0 2U and U is open, we know that b00 2U, and since c2F and F
is closed, we know that b00 2F. Thus, b00 2C, and so i is a UFL.
(b)) (c). Suppose i is a UFL. To show C is open in C, suppose  : b! c, where
b2 C and c2C. Since b2 C, applying Lemma 5.4, we get 0 : c0! b such that c0 2C.
Thus, we have
c0
0−! b −! c:
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Since i :C ,!B is a UFL, it follows that b2C, and so C is open in C.
(c)) (a). Since C is open in C, we know that C=U\ C, for some U open in B,
and it follows that C is locally closed.
(a)) (d). Suppose C is a locally closed subcategory of B, say C=U\F. Then we
claim that
PC −−−−−! PF?????y
?????y
PU −−−−−! PB
is a bipullback. Let V be the subobject of 1 corresponding F. Then the pullback
PU PBPF is the closed subtopos of PU corresponding to
Uop!Bop V−!Sets
The related closed subcategory of U is fb2UjV (b)= 0g, which is easily seen to be
C, and the result follows.
(d)) (a). Suppose that Pi :PC!PB is locally closed with complement PD. Since
open and closed subtoposes of PB are presheaf toposes [9], we can express PC as a
pullback
PC−−−−−! PF2?????y
?????y
PU1−−−−−! PB
where U2U1 are open subcategories of B and PFi is the complement of Ui. An
arguement similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 5.2 shows that CU1 \F2 and
DU2 [F1. Since C
‘
D=B, it follows that C=U1 \F2, as desired.
6. UFL geometric morphisms
The topological notion of a complete spread was introduced by Fox [13] as a com-
mon generalization of the notions of branched and folded coverings due to Tucker [37].
In turn, such \coverings" represented a generalization of the traditional coverings, in
that certain types of singularities were allowed. In the process of generalization given
by the complete spreads, not all local homeomorphisms remained. The latter, how-
ever, were also supposed to generalize the traditional covering spaces. A question that
naturally arises in this context is, thus, whether a single universe can be constructed
having good properties and including all the local homeomorphisms and all the com-
plete spreads over a given (nice) space E.
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In particular, the above setting and question have a meaning in the context of topos
theory. The notion of a complete spread geometric morphism over a topos E was
introduced and studied by Bunge and Funk [6, 7], and shown to correspond (when
the domains are taken to be locally connected) precisely to the distributions on E in
the sense of Lawvere [24, 25]. Although not necessary for this denition, we shall
assume here that E is locally connected. Thus, all local homeomorphisms over E will
also have locally connected domains. Local homeomorphisms over E correspond to R-
valued functions on E, for R the objects classier in BTop, the 2-category of bounded
toposes, geometric morphisms and their 2-cells.
In view of the above, to ask for a common generalization of these two types of
geometric morphisms over E, may also be interpreted as asking for a single universe for
functions and distributions on E in which to develop a fragment of functional analysis.
We begin by recalling the notion of a complete spread (with locally connected
domain) over a topos E introduced in [6]. This requires the notion of a denable
subobject of a F which appears in [1]. Since, in this work, the base topos is Sets,
and since the relevant F will be assumed locally connected, the denition given in [1]
reduces to the following. For an object Y of F, a subobject A ,!Y is denable if
A=
X
2I
fC jC is a connected component of Yg
for some set I . A geometric morphism ’ :F!E is a spread, if given any generating
family E! eK for E, the collection of all A in F for which there is k 2K and a
denable subobject A ,!Ek with Ek in E, generates F.
The above description of a spread will be useful later. Completeness is a technical
property that is best described, independently of spreads, by means of the continuous
brations of [29] (see [6]). Instead, we give here, a direct alternative denition of
complete spread over E, available only when the domain is assumed to be locally con-
nected. This equivalent description from [7], will be our working tool for this section.
For any given geometric morphism’ :F!E, where F is assumed locally connected
with connected components functor f! :F!Set, choose a site B of presentation for E.
Denote by D the category whose objects are pairs (b2B; c2f!’(b)), and such that
a morphism (b; c)! (b0; c0) is given by any morphism :b!b0, such that the connected
component c is sent into the connected component c0 via the functor f!’ :E!Set. The
category D can be made into a site, called the display site of ’ relative to B, by declar-
ing a family of morphisms (b; c)! (b; c) to cover, if and only if the family b! b
covers in B. There is a canonical geometric morphism  :F!PD such that the square
commutes.
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We say that ’ :F!E is a complete spread if the above diagram is a bipullback.
This denition is shown in [6] to be independent of the choice of a site, on account
of the equivalence between complete spreads (with locally connected domains) and
distributions on E, via the mapping which assigns, to ’ :F!E, the distribution (or
cocontinuous functor) f!’ :E!Sets.
Let us also recall from [6] that a geometric morphism ’ :F!E is said to be pure
(called pure dense in [6]) relative to the base topos S, if the unit of the adjoint pair
constituting the geometric morphism ’, evaluated at 
 in S, is an isomorphism.
As shown in [6], a geometric morphism ’ :F!E, with F locally connected, fac-
tors uniquely in BTop as a pure geometric morphism followed by a complete spread
with locally connected domain. An important fact is that pure morphisms are stable
under bipullback along locally connected geometric morphisms [7]. We also point out
that the inclusion  in the display square for ’ relative to B is pure by construction.
In what follows, we shall assume that E is a locally connected topos. In particular,
we shall assume that there is a site of presentation for it where the canonical inclusion
i :E ,!PB is pure. Notice that this is equivalent to the preservation of Set-indexed
coproducts, or to the fact that constant presheaves are sheaves [1].
Our goal, in this section, is to give a denition of UFL geometric morphism that
parallels, in some sense, that of a UFL functor and such that the latter are taken into the
former under the passage from Cat=B to BTop=PB via presheaves. We then show that
our notion of UFL geometric morphism satises another crucial requirement, namely
that the full subcategory of BTop=E determined by the UFL geometric morphisms is
a single universe for the functions and the distributions on the topos E.
The following denition of UFL geometric morphism is a strenghthing of one sug-
gested by J. Funk to the rst named author almost two years ago. By furthermore
assuming purity of the top map in the bipullback below, we not only insure that UFL
geometric morphisms have locally connected domains, but are also able to compare
UFL with \locally closed" geometric morphisms which we introduce in the next section.
The additional condition holds for all complete spreads and all local homeomorphisms
over a locally connected topos { that is, it holds for the two motivating examples
whose unication we seek.
Denition 6.1. Let E be a locally connected topos. Then ’ :F!E is called a UFL
geometric morphism, if there is a UFL functor p :C!B and a bipullback diagram
with j pure.
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Note that if ’ is a UFL geometric morphism, then by Proposition 2.9 of [6], it
follows that F is locally connected since j is pure.
We shall denote by UFL=E the full subcategory of BTop=E consisting of the UFL
geometric morphisms over E.
We now prove that the category UFL=E contains both the local homeomorphisms and
the complete spreads over E with locally connected domain. For this, the assumption
that E be locally connected, convenient before, is denitely needed now.
Theorem 6.2. Let E be a locally connected topos. Then;
(a) A complete spread over E with locally connected domain is a UFL geometric
morphism.
(b) If p :C!B is a UFL functor; then the induced geometric morphism Pp :PC!
PD is a UFL geometric morphism.
(c) Any local homeomorphism over E is a UFL geometric morphism.
Proof. (a) For a complete spread ’ :F ! E with locally domain, let D be the
display site of ’ relative to B. By the denition of complete spread recalled above,
the square
is a bipullback and  is pure by construction. The \projection" p :D!B is easily
shown to be a discrete opbration, and hence also a UFL functor.
(b) This is immediate from the denition of UFL geometric morphism.
(c) Let ’ :E=X !E be a local homeomorphism. Since E is locally connected, so is
E=X . Let E ,!PB be a presentation of E with i pure. Then the presheaf X gives rise
to a discrete bration p :X!B such that the following diagram is a bipullback
Pure morphisms are stable under pullback along locally connected geometric mor-
phisms [7]. Since p is a discrete bration, Pp is a local homeomorphism. Hence, j is
pure, to complete the proof.
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Recall, from Section 4, the characterization of UFL functor in terms of their path (or
\twisted") associated functors. In this context, Proposition 4.7 suggests an alternative
and potentially better behaved notion of \UFL geometric morphism". This notion will
be called \duration geometric morphism" and be investigated elsewhere.
We end this section by pointing out that, although UFL=E need not be closed
under products in BTop=E, certain products do exist. For example, since complete
spreads are stable under bipullback along locally connected geometric morphisms [7]
(actually, essential is enough by [8]), the product of a function (represented by a
local homeomorphism) and of a distribution (represented by a complete spread) exists
already as a UFL geometric morphism.
7. Locally closed geometric morphisms
Recall from [6, 7] (or [8] for a unied approach in the context of Kock{Zoberlein
doctrines), that there are comprehensive factorizations in Cat and in BTop described as
follows. A functor p :C!B factors uniquely in Cat as an initial functor followed by a
discrete opbration [36]. A geometric morphism ’ :F!E, with F locally connected,
factors uniquely in BTop as a pure geometric morphism followed by a complete spread
with locally connected domain. Moreover, the functor P :Cat!BTop preserves the
comprehensive factorization (see [7]).
Denition 7.1. A geometric morphism ’ :F!E with locally connected domain
(respectively; functor p :C!B) is called LCL (for \locally closed"), if in its com-
prehensive factorization; the pure (respectively; initial) part is a local homeomorphism
(respectively; discrete bration).
On matters of terminology, we point out that the above morphisms should perhaps
be referred to as \open in their closure", following Section 5.
Theorem 7.2. Let E be a Grothendieck topos with a given inclusion i :E ,!PB. Then;
for a geometric morphism ’ :F!E; with F locally connected; the following are
equivalent:
(a) ’ :F!E is an LCL geometric morphism.
(b) There exists an LCL functor p :C!B and a pure inclusion j :F!PC; for
which the following square
is a bipullback in BTop.
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(c) ’ :F!E is a UFL geometric morphism arising from a bipullback square as
in (b), with p :C!B an LCL functor.
Proof. (a)) (b). Starting from the complete spread part in the comprehensive factor-
ization of ’ :F!E, we move our way upwards in the diagram
First, the bottom square is the bipullback in the denition of complete spread, and so
k is pure and r :D!B is a discrete opbration. Next, using that the pure part of the
comprehensive factorization is a local homeomorphism by assumption, we complete
the diagram to a bipullback on BTop, in which the right vertical map is a local
homeomorphism, so that it is induced by a discrete bration q :C!D. In turn, the top
horizontal map j is pure by the stability of pure morphisms along essential morphisms
(as shown in [8]), in particular, along local homeomorphisms. The composite bipullback
is as required.
(b)) (c). This follows immediately from the diagram in the previous proof since
the entire diagram is a bipullback, and the composition p= rq, of a discrete bration
r with a discrete opbration q, is a UFL functor. Also, j is pure, as shown.
(c)) (a). Within a square as assumed to exist for ’ :F!E, perform, in both
vertical arrows, their respective comprehensive factorizations.
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Explicitly, ’=  , where  is a complete spread and  is pure, and p= sq, where
s is induced by a discrete opbration and q is induced by an initial functor which is
also a discrete bration. To the right such vertical arrow, there corresponds another
one in Cat, labelled in the same fashion. Inside the large diagram above, we nd, a
pure morphism k, and a morphism r induced by a discrete opbration. The orthogo-
nality resulting from the factorization system given by pure morphisms and complete
spreads with locally connected domain, implies the existence of a unique morphism
t :PD!PE, such that st= r and such that tk= qj. It is now enough to prove that t
is an equivalence to conclude that the top square is a bipullback, and so  is a local
homeomorphism, as required.
First, since j is pure by assumption, the composite qj is pure. It follows now from
tk= qj, that t is pure. On the other hand, since r and s are complete spreads, and
since st= r, it follows that t is a complete spread. But a pure complete spread with
locally connected domain is an equivalence. Hence t is an equivalence and the proof
is complete.
8. Generalized covering toposes
We had seen earlier that UFL=E contains all local homeomorphisms and all complete
spreads over E. Although, by contrast, not all local homeomorphisms are in LCL=E,
those which arise as branched coverings [37] or as cute [28] are included. Branched
coverings were understood by Fox [13] in a very subtle way on the basis of examples
given by Tucker [37]. To give a proper denition in our context, we rst recall the
classical notion of a covering, which branched coverings generalizes.
A covering of a topos E is a surjective local homeomorphism of the form ’ :E=X!E,
with X a locally constant object in E. It is shown in [7] that coverings of E are local
homeomorphisms that are, at the same time, complete spreads. Thus, coverings of E
are included in LCL=E for two reasons, both trivial.
Denition 8.1. A local homeomorphism ’ :E=X !E will be called a generalized
covering of E; if it admits a factorization
with  a covering of E=Y and with Y a subsheaf of 1 in E.
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Intuitively, i :E=Y ,!E is the inclusion of the regular (i.e., non-singular) part in the
base and, in the case of branced coverings, but not in the case of cuts, it lies purely
(i.e., orthogonally) to the covering over E=Y .
Proposition 8.2. For any locally connected topos E; all generalized coverings are
locally closed geometric morphisms; i.e.; they are objects in LCL=E.
Proof. Let ’ :E=X !E be a generalized covering of E with  and i as above, and
consider the comprehensive factorization of ’ given by a diagram
where  is a complete spread with locally connected domain and  is a pure geometric
morphism. We now claim that in the diagram below, where the bottom square is a
bipullback, the induced map  is an equivalence.
This would imply that the outer square is a bipullback too, and therefore, that  is
a local homeomorphism since the bottom arrow is one. Then ’ would be an LCL
geometric morphism, as desired.
That  is a complete spread follows from the equation  =  and from the fact
that  is a complete spread (since it is even a covering), and  is a complete spread
since it is obtained via bipullback along the local homeomorphism i :E=Y !E of the
complete spread . That  is pure follows from the fact that j= ;  is pure, and
j an inclusion, being the pullback of one. Therefore,  is both pure and a complete
spread with locally connected domain, hence an equivalence. This completes the
proof.
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We end this section by illustrating, in the diagram below, the types of \coverings"
over a locally connected topos E considered here, as well as their interrelationships
(only inclusions are depicted).
In the spirit of [13], a branched covering can be dened as a generalized covering
(as in Denition 8.1) where i is pure and X is of the form d, for  the spread
completion of ’ and d the density of  [7]. This notion of branched covering is
equivalent to one obtained by the rst author in e-mail discussions with J. Funk. Note
that branched coverings and their spread completions determine eachother as follows.
As local homeomorphisms, branched coverings are not just \open in their closures" {
they are the \interior of their closures", i.e., they are regular sheaves. The spread com-
pletions of branched coverings are \closures of their interiors", i.e., they correspond to
the absolutely continuous measures of functional analysis. The pair of adjoints, whose
right adjoint in the pair is the density functor from the category of distributions on E,
to the category of functions on E (i.e., to E itself) restricts to an equivalence between
the regular sheaves (i.e., those objects of E for which the unit X !d(X:e!) of the
adjunction is an isomorphism) and the absolutely continuous distributions (i.e., distri-
butions  on E for which the counit (d)e!!  of the adjunction is an isomorphism).
Cuts are also LCL with X =d, as in the case of branched coverings, but here the
inclusion of the regular sheaf need not be pure.
We may think of LCL=E also as a single universe, containing certain local home-
omorphisms (i.e., the generalized coverings) and all complete spreads. The category
LCL=E can be dened in any cocompletion (called admissible in [8]) KZ-doctrine.
The more encompassing single universe UFL=E considered in Section 6, contains all
local homeomorphisms, as well as all complete spreads. Although this notion, too,
seems in principle amenable to a formulation in the abstract context of KZ-doctrines,
it is notclear to us, at present, how to do so.
Cov=E −−−−−!CSpr=E?????y
?????y
GenCov=E−−−−−! LCL=E?????y
?????y
LH=E −−−−−! UFL=E
We shall return to UFL=E in Section 9 after investigating exponentiability of
morphisms under the passage from Cat to BTop.
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9. Model UFL geometric morphisms
We arrived, in Section 6, at the notion of a UFL geometric morphism by extra-
polation from the notion of a UFL functor in Cat. This procedure, however inclu-
sive of the notions we wish in a single universe, leads to the loss of exponentiability.
To see this, we observe that unlike local homeomorphisms, which are clearly expo-
nentiable since they are localic and dened by a discrete locale, complete spreads
need not be exponentiable even in a simple case. Concretely, there are posets C and
B and a discrete opbration p:C ! B for which the induced geometric morphism
Pp:PC ! PB is not exponentiable (see [39]). This is not what we expected at rst,
in view of the fact (see [6],[7]) that, relative to the symmetric monad on BTop=E,
the local homeomorphisms over E are precisely the discrete opbrations, whereas
the complete spreads over E with locally connected domain are precisely the dis-
crete brations. A full analysis of exponentiability of discrete brations and discrete
opbrations relative to an \admissible" KZ-doctrine ([8]) will be done elsewhere. In
particular, we expect to derive from this analysis a characterization of the exponen-
tiable complete spreads, i.e., those dened by a metastably locally compact locale.
However, this question (of independent interest) can be approached directly and is left
open here.
Since exponentiability is an important feature, one cannot help but examine the
(dis)advantages of the sweeping generalization to complete spreads (made by R.H.
Fox [12]) when one is concerned primarily with the completions of certain covering
spaces, such as branched coverings and cuts. By our analysis in Section 8, these corre-
spond to (the completions of) those generalized coverings E=X ! E, where X = d(),
and hence are completely determined by the latter. These generalized coverings are to
be regarded as the \interior of their closures", i.e., as regular sheaves. Their spread
completions are therefore \closures of the interiors." The branched coverings dier from
the cuts in that the inclusion of the regular sheaf is required to be pure (\orthogonal")
in the former case. The equivalence between regular sheaves (\functions") and their
completions (\absolutely continuous distributions"), points to the latter as an impor-
tant subcategory of the category of all complete spreads (arbitrary distributions) { in
particular, the equivalence between these two categories suggests the exponentiability
of those complete spreads which are completions of regular sheaves, in the ambient
category of all complete spreads. This point of view will be pursued elsewhere. In
any case, we contain here that the restriction of UFL=E to the full subcategory de-
termined by the exponentiable UFL geometric morphisms over E, is indeed a suitable
universe.
We conclude by showing how to construct { in the light of these general consid-
erations { a model generated category which includes all local homeomorphisms (in
particular all branched coverings and cuts) and all exponentiable complete spreads (e.g.,
the complete spread inclusions).
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Let E be a topos with a given site B of denition. For a functor m :M!B, let
E<M= be the topos dened by the bipullback
E<M=−−−−−! PM
’m
?????y
?????y m
E −−−−−!
i
PB
Consider the class Mfib of geometric morphisms ’m :E<M=!E such that m has a
factorization of the form
where q is a discrete bration and r is a \suitable" discrete opbration (meaning one for
which Pr is exponentiable in BTop=PB). Each m is thus exponentiable. Note that Mb
contains a small class consisting of the geometric morphisms of the form ’:E[[]]!
E, for \suitable" generators : [[]]! B of UFL=B. The following proposition suggests
that Mb is an appropriate class of toposes to consider for our purposes.
Proposition 9.1. Let M be any class of models for UFL=B containing the func-
tors  : <=!B (so that (Cat=B)M=UFL=B); and suppose that Pm :PM!PB is
exponentiable; for all m2M. Then; the following are equivalent for a UFL p :C!B
such that
C= colim
m!p
m2Mp
M= cod m
M
for some set MpM of models.
(a) Pp :PC!PB is exponentiable in BTop with exponentials given by
FPC= lim
m!p
m2Mp
M= cod m
FPM
for all F!PB.
(b) For all E!PB;
colim
m!p
m2Mp
M= cod m
(EPB PM)’EPB
0
BB@ colimm!p
m2Mp
M= cod m
PM
1
CCA :
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Proof. (a)) (b). For an arbitrary geometric morphism F!PB using (a) together
with properties of exponentials, colimits, and limits, we have the following equiva-
lences.
BTop=PB

colim
m!p
(E PB PM);F

’ lim
m!pBTop=PB (E PBPM;F)
’ lim
m!pBTop=PB (E;F
PM)
’BTop=PB

E; lim
m!pF
PM

’BTop=PB(E;FPC)
’BTop=PB (EPB PC;F)
’BTop=PB

E PB

colim
m!p
PM

;F

;
where the last ’ holds since P preserves colimits, and so (b) follows.
(b)) (a). Given E!PB, using (b) together with properties of exponentials, colim-
its, and limits, we have the following equivalences:
BTop=PB (EPB PC;F)’BTop=PB

EPB

colim
m!p
PM

;F

’BTop=PB

colim
m!p
(EPB PM);F

’ lim
m!pBTop=PB (EPB PM;F)
’ lim
m!pBTop=PB (E;F
PM)
’BTop=PB

E; lim
m!pF
PM

and so (a) follows.
We now focus on UFL geometric morphisms over a presheaf topos PB.
Proposition 9.2. Let p :C!B be a UFL functor between small categories. If B has
split idempotents; then so does C.
Proof. Since the functor p :C!B is a UFL, given an idempotent  : c! c in C and
a splitting p= 21 in B, the following diagram can be uniquely completed
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i.e., there exists a unique factorization = 21 in C such that p1 = 1 and p2 = 2.
Then the above factorization is a splitting of , since the unique lifting of an identity
morphism is again an identity.
Corollary 9.3. If B is factorization linearly ordered; then the image of the category
UFL=PB under the functor P :Cat=B!BTop=PB is a topos.
Proof. The functor P :Cat=B!BTop=PB sends any UFL functor p :C!B to a UFL
geometric morphism Pp :PC!PB. This assignment is full and faithful, hence induces
an equivalence between UFL=PB and its image, and so the desired result follows.
Consider the class Mb of models dened earlier in this section relative to a topos
inclusion E ,!PB. Given ’ :F!E, consider
where
F^= colim
Pm!’
m2Mb
M= cod m
E<M=
and F is the induced geometric morphism. That the colimit is well dened follows
from the fact thatMb has a small conal family, namely that induced by the generators
in UFL=B (see Section 2).
For E locally connected, the model generated category (BTop=E)Mb is thus a single
universe for local homeomorphisms and exponentiable complete spreads. We end with
some remarks which should be useful in determining for which E is (BTop=E)Mb
cartesian closed.
Without loss of generality, on account of [15], we shall assume that the toposes F
over E that we consider are already locally connected.
Lemma 9.4. The class Mb is closed under products in BTop=E.
Proof. Consider the bipullback
P
’−−−−−! E<M=
 
?????y
?????y Pp
E<N= −−−−−!
Pt
E
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which arises from a bipullback of presheaf toposes, where the geometric morphisms
are induced, hence essential. Since each is a composite of a local homeomorphism
and an exponentiable complete spread, the diagonal is also such a composite, and the
result follows from the following consideration. If PB is a given presheaf topos and
’ :F!PB is a composite of a local homeomorphism  :F!H and an exponen-
tiable complete spread  :H!PB, then ’ is of the form Pp, with p a composite
of a discrete bration q and a discrete opbration r. This is a result of the following
self-explanatory diagram of bipullbacks.
Lemma 9.5. The class Mb consists of exponentiable objects.
Theorem 9.6. The category (BTop=E)Mb is cartesian closed; if b is a coreection.
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.3 and the above lemmas.
We end by remarking that when (BTop=E)Mb is cartesian closed on account ofb being a coreection, then the exponentials in it are expressible by the formula
HF= [lim
E<M=!F
HE<M=:
The latter requires taking colimits in BTop=E, which is easily done by taking limits of
the inverse images in Cat [2], as well as limits of inversely ltered systems of toposes
and geometric morphisms [29]. As for the exponentials by models, this is also concrete
enough, in that the models are localic over E and of a describable general form.
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